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Echolocation: Study 1 

Goal/Motivation:  

 

We wanted to evaluate people’s reactions to our game’s experience. Since it’s a very specific 

experience we aim to deliver (i.e. being a bat), we wanted to make sure that we were achieving the 

appropriate feeling. 

 

Methods: 

 

For this study, we had three playtesters go through two versions of our game. After they played both 

versions, which included the build where players view the action from a top-down perspective and a 

VR build, they were asked a series of eight questions: 

 

1. What feeling did you get when you played? 

2. What did you think about the length of the game? 

3. What do you think of each version? Which one felt better?  

4. Is it clear that you are playing as a bat? 

5. What is something that could be added to the experience? 

6. Was the experience something you'd like to try again? 

7. Were there enough things to do? 

8. Did you ever feel lost? 

 



Results: 

 

Full playtest results can be found in the following document:  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e4sVEHPKXQYB6uh7XClFlGVBP5hArBEf9c5gRi7q

YVA/edit?usp=sharing  

Overall, it was found that players didn’t feel they were playing a bat. This probably stems from a lack 

of bat-specific cues (sounds, character model, etc.). Lack of the ability to fly also likely contributed to 

a feeling of being grounded. However, initial clarity of the game mechanics and environment seem to 

be fairly high, leading us to believe we have a robust foundation to add to. One tester also commented 

on the detecting mechanic feeling good. 

It’s also important to note that only one participant preferred the version with the top-down 

view. This may be due to the fact that some people don’t really enjoy the experience of VR in general.  

 

 

Fig. 1 A first-person screenshot demonstrating the “echolocation” mechanic revealing obstacles in the 

environment (VR version) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e4sVEHPKXQYB6uh7XClFlGVBP5hArBEf9c5gRi7qYVA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1e4sVEHPKXQYB6uh7XClFlGVBP5hArBEf9c5gRi7qYVA/edit?usp=sharing


 

Fig. 2 A screenshot showcasing further obstacle layout (VR version) 

 

 

Fig. 3 A screenshot of the top-down version. Players are represented by a triangle in the middle of the 

screen, and obstacles are also showcased. 



 

Fig. 4 A screenshot of the top-down version showcasing the “echolocation” mechanic. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

From the results of our study, we are able to conclude that stronger thematic elements must be 

implemented to facilitate the correct “essential experience.” As mentioned above, things like bat 

sounds, wing-flapping noises, a dedicated flying mechanic, and possibly relevant 3D models (e.g. 

trees, rocks, etc.)  might help to improve the overall experience for users and really give them the 

impression they are playing as a bat. 

 

Reflection on Results: 

 

From player feedback, we think the next iterations of the game should include more details that get 

the experience of being a bat across. Also, having a simple goal added would make for a more 

engaging experience, as we currently have no clear goal within the game. Current environment 

hazards are randomly placed, leading to very little player motivation and thus very little player 



engagement (we think). By restructuring our level design and adding a minor player goal (e.g. players 

must locate and fly between pillars to “catch a bug”), we believe we can both tie in the core gameplay 

loop with our overarching theme while providing players with a more robust experience. We need to 

be careful to specifically target the “bat” part of the experience (we should make the clear distinction 

players aren’t, for instance, playing as a bird). 

Additionally, all the feedback received in this study will be kept in mind and used to inspire 

future design changes and the direction we will take with further studies (in-game changes, questions 

asked, etc.). 


